Jumbo Size Hair Roller sets, Self Grip, Salon Hair Dressing Curlers,
Hair Curlers, 2 size 24 packs (12XJUMBO+12XLARGE) Review-2021

JUMBO SIZE: Comes with jumbo and super jumbo sizes, you can create big, bouncy salon-style
curls
EASY TO USE: The Velcro hair rollers give your hair a charming volume with curls or bounce. Easy
to use with amazing effect. No require the use of pins or clips as the velcro holds the hair and roller
in place
VARIOUS HAIR STYLES: Curly hair wave, water hair wave, body hair waves small or bigger. Most
of hair style you can do as you like.
WARM TIPS: Recomand use when the hair is half dry. if the hair is dry, spray a little water,. With
hair dryer, the effect is better.
Package: 12 PCS JUMBO size, 12 PCS Large size, Total 24 pcs, same color as picture.AFANSO
BEAUTY for Every Beautiful You
Self-grip rolls easily into the hair and gently removes without pulling the hair. Gives your hair a
beautiful curl or bounce. The curler holds hair securely in place without damaging your hair.
Makes you more attractive for all occasions!
Our hair rollers give your hair a charming volume with curls or bounce. Easy to use and amazing
results . No need to use pins or clips, no need to go out.DIY your style at home, unleash your
charm!
Jumbo Size
63mm/2.5". Random selection of various colors. Can create big, bouncy salon curls . Curls are
smooth and leave no indentation.
Why Choose Us?
Our hair rollers are 100% chemical free made with the highest standard of quality. Creating the
highest standard products and the best shopping experience for customers is our goal.
Description:
Material : High quality plastic and nylon fiber
Quantity: 24pcs
How to create your perfect curly hairstyle?
Create a 3-inch section at the top of your head and comb it so that it is smooth and tangle-free.
Starting at the ends of your hair, curl your hair towards the bottom of the section, away from your
face.
Wait for hair to air dry .
Remove the curling rollers . For best results, use a curling iron while your hair is still warm from
blow-drying.
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